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In many economic decisions, people estimate probabilities, such as the likeli-
hood that a risk materializes or that a job applicant will be a productive employee,
by retrieving experiences from memory. We model this process based on two es-
tablished regularities of selective recall: similarity and interference. We show that
the similarity structure of a hypothesis and the way it is described (not just its
objective probability) shape the recall of experiences and thus probability assess-
ments. The model accounts for and reconciles a variety of empirical findings, such
as overestimation of unlikely events when these are cued versus neglect of non-
cued ones, the availability heuristic, the representativeness heuristic, conjunction
and disjunction fallacies, and over- versus underreaction to information in differ-
ent situations. The model yields several new predictions, for which we find strong
experimental support. JEL Codes: D83, D91, C91.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that memory plays an important role in be-
lief formation. Tversky and Kahneman (1973) show that when
instances of a probabilistic hypothesis are easier to recall, the
hypothesis is judged to be more likely, a finding they call the
availability heuristic. When prompted to think about an unlikely
event, such as dying in a tornado, people overestimate its fre-
quency (Lichtenstein et al. 1978). They also attach a higher prob-
ability to an event if its description is broken down into con-
stituent parts, which facilitates retrieval of instances (Fischoff,
Slovic, and Lichtenstein 1978). More broadly, beliefs depend
on recalled personal experiences, such as stock market crashes
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266 THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

(Malmendier and Nagel 2011), and not just statistical informa-
tion. Despite this evidence, a systematic analysis of the role of
human memory in belief formation is lacking.

It is also well known that beliefs depart from rationality
in a variety of ways that shape behavior. Sometimes unlikely
events are overestimated, as when consumers overpay for insur-
ance (Sydnor 2010; Barseghyan et al. 2013) or bet in long-shot
lotteries (Chiappori et al. 2019). Other times, unlikely events are
underestimated, as when investors neglect tail risk (Gennaioli,
Shleifer, and Vishny 2012). Adding to the clutter, in finance there
is abundant evidence of both over- and underreaction to news. Be-
liefs overestimate the future earnings of individual firms and of
the market after periods of rapid earnings growth (Bordalo et al.
2019b, 2022c), leading to long-run return reversals, but under-
estimate the impact of other news, such as earnings surprises,
leading to return momentum (Chan, Jegadeesh, and Lakonishok
1996; Bouchaud et al. 2019; Kwon and Tang 2021). This bewilder-
ing diversity of biases is puzzling and has led skeptics to minimize
the evidence on beliefs and stick to rationality.

In this article, we show that building a theory of belief for-
mation based on the psychology of human memory helps reconcile
seemingly contradictory biases and generates new predictions. In
our theory, a decision maker (DM) evaluates a probabilistic hy-
pothesis by sampling instances of its occurrence from memory. In
line with memory research (Kahana 2012), retrieval is shaped by
frequency, similarity, and interference. The model unifies appar-
ently contradictory phenomena based on the similarity between a
hypothesis and experiences in the database.

When assessing an unlikely hypothesis, the DM overesti-
mates it because he oversamples similar events from memory.
However, when assessing a broad hypothesis, the DM does not
think about its unlikely components, because the latter are dis-
similar to the hypothesis itself. This mechanism explains why
people systematically fail to imagine spending shocks that may
hit them in the future and hence undersave (Augenblick et al.
2022), but at the same time overpay for insurance against a spe-
cific shock when it is described to them (Kunreuther and Pauly
2010).

This mechanism generates overreaction if the data point to a
hypothesis that is sufficiently similar to these data compared with
the alternative hypothesis, which makes instances of the former
hypothesis easy to retrieve. When both hypotheses are similar
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MEMORY AND PROBABILITY 267

to the data, underreaction arises. This principle microfounds and
generalizes the diagnostic expectations model of belief formation
(Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer 2018) and unifies conflicting ev-
idence of over- and underreaction to news in financial markets.
It also explains why social stereotypes often exhibit a kernel of
truth (Bordalo et al. 2016), but it also implies that they tend to be
especially inaccurate for minorities.

To see how the model works, consider a DM assessing the
probability of a hypothesis H1 relative to a disjoint alternative
H2. The DM estimates the frequency of H1 by the ease with which
instances of it are retrieved compared with instances of H2. The
DM does not use statistical data such as base rates. For concrete-
ness, suppose that H1 = “cause of death is flood” compared to H2
= “other causes of death.” Similarity-based recall produces two
effects. First, it implies that when thinking about H1, instances of
floods are easier to retrieve than those of earthquakes, because the
former are more similar to H1 than the latter. Second, it implies
that the DM may also retrieve the similar yet irrelevant “acciden-
tal drowning,” which belongs to the alternative H2 = “other causes
of death,” or even “survival in a flood,” which is a nonlethal ex-
perience. This is the phenomenon of interference, which produces
hypothesis-inconsistent thoughts, potentially leading to underes-
timation. The same forces are at play when the DM thinks about
the alternative H2.

These memory effects may cause overestimation versus un-
derestimation of unlikely events, depending on similarity. An
event H1 = “cause of death is flood” is overestimated because
memory oversamples similar events relative to their rare occur-
rence and because the alternative hypotheses H2 = “causes of
death other than flood” consists of many dissimilar events that
are difficult to retrieve, so they face strong interference. But the
latter also implies that rare events in H2 such as “botulism”—
which are not explicitly assessed—are underestimated. They are
too dissimilar from the average cause of death and so do not come
to mind. Unlike Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979) prospect theory,
our model makes predictions for when low-probability events are
over- or underestimated, helping explain conflicting risk attitudes
documented in the field.

Strikingly, our model also produces biases in conditional prob-
ability assessments that are typically attributed to representa-
tiveness (Kahneman and Tversky 1973). Consider the well-known
base-rate neglect. When given the data that Steve is shy and
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268 THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

withdrawn, subjects think he is more likely to be a librarian than
a farmer, neglecting the fact that farmers are far more numerous
than librarians. Similarity explains the mistake: the data “shy
and withdrawn” is similar to a librarian (many librarians have
this personality), but not to a farmer (many farmers are outgo-
ing). The “farmer” hypothesis faces stronger interference, causing
overreaction to data. This mechanism accounts for the conjunction
fallacy (Tversky and Kahneman 1974, 1983). Similarity also cre-
ates limits to representativeness: when the data are fairly similar
to both hypotheses, underreaction prevails. In financial markets,
the data “positive earnings surprise,” while statistically predictive
of good future outcomes, occur frequently enough before average
or bad future outcomes that they are fairly similar to those. The
model predicts that, in this case, underreaction should prevail.

We test the new predictions of our model using a novel exper-
imental design in which participants see 40 images that differ in
content and in some cases also in color. Subjects then assess the
probability that a randomly selected image has a certain property.
To do so, they only need to recall what they saw. We manipulate
the subjects’ database of experiences and the cues they face when
assessing a hypothesis. We also measure the recall of experiences.
We find support for our predictions for how over- and underes-
timation of unlikely events can be switched on and off by mod-
ulating similarity and interference. We also generate over- and
underreaction to data by varying the strength of the signal and
the likelihood of the hypothesis. Across all treatments, recall of
experiences and probability judgments are strongly correlated.

Recent research explores the role of memory in belief for-
mation (Mullainathan 2002; Wachter and Kahana 2019; Bordalo
et al. 2020a; Enke, Schwerter, and Zimmermann 2020). Some see
this phenomenon as efficient information processing (Tenenbaum
and Griffiths 2001; Azeredo da Silveira, Sung, and Woodford 2020;
Dasgupta et al. 2020; Dasgupta and Gershman 2021). We in-
stead start with well-documented regularities in recall and show
how they unify the representativeness and availability heuristics
(Tversky and Kahneman 1974). Due to similarity and interfer-
ence, representative experiences are more “available,” or accessi-
ble, for recall.

Bordalo et al. (2020a) present and experimentally test a model
of memory-based beliefs in which the representativeness heuris-
tic follows from a context-dependent similarity function (Tversky
1977), meaning that the similarity of an experience to a hypothesis
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MEMORY AND PROBABILITY 269

is higher if that experience is less likely in alternative hypotheses.
We use a standard similarity function and obtain this effect as a
special case of the broader role of interference in recall. This ap-
proach yields many new results. It yields biases attributed to the
availability heuristic and new predictions on the underestimation
of heterogeneous hypotheses, the over- versus underestimation of
unlikely events, and the coexistence of under- and overreaction to
data. We experimentally test these novel implications by extend-
ing the design in Bordalo et al. (2020a).1

We describe our model of similarity-based recall and proba-
bility judgments in Section II. Section III characterizes the de-
partures of probability estimates from statistically correct beliefs.
Section IV presents experimental results, and Section V covers
economic applications. Section VI concludes.

II. THE MODEL

A decision maker’s (DM) memory database E consists of N >

1 experiences, accumulated either through personal events or via
communication or media reports. An experience e is described by
F > 1 features, each of which takes a value in {0,1}.

In our running example, we consider a database of potential
causes of death. Here a subset of features captures different po-
tential causes: f1 may identify “car accident,” f2 “flood,” f3 “heart
attack,” and so on. One feature, which we denote by fd, indicates
whether the event was lethal. There are superordinate features,
such as fd+1 = “disease,” fd+2 = “natural disaster,” and so on,
which take the value of 1 for the relevant subsets of possible
death events. Experiences are vectors of features. For instance,
lethal heart attacks have f1 = f2 = 0, f3 = fd = fd+1 = 1, and fd+2

1. In psychology, Sanborn and Chater (2016) present a model of beliefs based
on Bayesian memory sampling. The MINERVA-DM model (Dougherty, Gettys,
and Ogden 1999) features similarity-based recall and noisy encoding but does
not allow for interference. These models cannot account for representativeness
or the conjunction fallacy without ad hoc ancillary assumptions. In Billot et al.
(2005), the probability of an elementary event is estimated based on its similarity
to other events in the database, but they do not study judgment biases, and their
model generates neither the conjunction nor the disjunction effect. In Johnson,
Häubl, and Keinan (2007), buyers and sellers sample different aspects of a good
from memory depending on how they are cued with different queries. While they
focus on explaining the endowment effect rather than probability biases, they also
emphasize interference and similarity to the cue in shaping retrieval.
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270 THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

= 0. Nonlethal heart attacks have the same feature values except
for fd = 0. Additional features may include the characteristics of
people involved, such as their age or gender, or contextual factors
such as the time and emotion associated with the experience. The
set of features is sufficiently large that no two experiences are
exactly identical.

We focus on the case in which the experiences in the database
reflect the objective frequency of events (that of different causes of
death in our example). In principle, the database could be person-
specific (e.g., people from New York may hear of fewer experiences
of death from tornado than do people from Des Moines) and could
also be affected by repetition, rehearsal, and prominence of events
(e.g., people may hear of more experiences of airplane crashes
than of diabetes due to greater news coverage of the former).
Furthermore, the database may include statistical information,
as is the case in many experimental settings (Benjamin 2019).
The database could be influenced by selective attention. A past
smoker concerned with lung cancer could encode many events of
this disease (Schwartzstein 2014). We leave such extensions to
future work.

The DM forms beliefs about the relative frequency of two
disjoint hypotheses H1 and H2, which are subsets of the database
E. For instance, the DM may assess the frequency of death by
H1 = “natural disaster” versus H2 = “all other causes.” These
hypotheses partition the subset of causes of death, identified by fd
= 1, on the basis of the “natural disaster” feature fd+2 = 1 versus
fd+2 = 0. As we describe later, the DM makes his assessment
by extracting a sample from his database. Critically, sampling
is shaped by similarity and interference, in line with memory
research (Kahana 2012; Bordalo et al. 2020a). Next we present
our formalization of similarity.

II.A. Similarity

A symmetric function S(u, v) : E × E → [0, S̄] measures the
similarity between any two experiences u and v in the database.
It reaches its maximum S̄ at u = v. Similarity between two expe-
riences increases in the number of shared features. For instance,
a death from a tornado is more similar to that from flooding than
either is to death from diabetes, because the former are caused by
a natural disaster rather than an illness. Different features may
be differently weighted based on their importance or salience.
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MEMORY AND PROBABILITY 271

Episodes of a heart attack are similar to each other even if they
occur in different contexts. We rely on general intuitions about
similarity, not on a particular functional form. A rich literature
measures subjective similarity between objects and connects it to
observable features (Tversky 1977; Nosofsky 1992; Pantelis et al.
2008).

We define the similarity between two subsets of the database
A ⊂ E and B ⊂ E to be the average pairwise similarity of their
elements,

(1) S(A, B) =
∑
u∈A

∑
v∈B

S(u, v)
1

|A|
1

|B| .

S(A, B) is symmetric and increases in feature overlap between
members of A and B. The similarity between two disjoint subsets
of E is positive if their elements share some features.

We use equation (1) to define four important objects. The first
is the similarity S(e, Hi) between a single experience e ∈ E and
a hypothesis Hi. It increases in the extent to which e shares fea-
tures with the average member of Hi. Obviously, e = “flood” is
similar to H1 = “natural disaster,” while e = “diabetes” is very
dissimilar to it. The second object is the self-similarity of hypoth-
esis Hi, S(Hi, Hi). It measures the homogeneity of Hi. Consider
H1 = “natural disaster”: a tornado in Tulsa is fairly similar to a
tornado in Little Rock, but neither is as similar to an earthquake
in California, which reduces the self-similarity of H1. The third
object is “cross-similarity” between hypotheses S(H1, H2). In H1 =
“natural disaster”, a death from a flood is similar to a death from
accidental drowning in H2, which raises S(H1, H2). The fourth
and final object is the cross-similarity between Hi and the rest
of the database, H̄ = E\Hi ∪ Hj, denoted by S(Hi, H̄). When as-
sessing the frequency of different causes of death, H̄ is the set of
nonlethal events. In H1 = “natural disaster,” a death from flood
is similar to the event of surviving a flood in H̄, which raises
S(H1, H̄). Throughout, we focus on the case in which a hypothe-
sis is more similar to itself than to other parts of the database,
S(Hi, Hi) � max{S(Hi, Hj), S(Hi, H̄)}.2

2. This condition can be violated if H1 has two opposite clusters and H2 is
in the middle. Consider a database with two generic features, and suppose that
the DM assesses hypotheses H1≡ {(1,0),(0,1)} and H2≡ {(1,1)}. Here members of
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272 THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

II.B. Memory Sampling

Our formalization of similarity-based sampling and its map-
ping with beliefs builds on two assumptions. The first formalizes
cued recall.

ASSUMPTION 1. Cued Recall: When cued with hypothesis Hi, the
probability r(e, Hi) that the DM recalls experience e is propor-
tional to the similarity between e and Hi. That is,

(2) r(e, Hi) = S(e, Hi)∑
u∈E S(u, Hi)

.

In the numerator of equation (2), sampling is shaped by sim-
ilarity to the cue Hi. When thinking about deaths from Hi = “nat-
ural disasters,” it is relatively easy to recall e = “deaths from
floods,” due to similarity. The denominator in equation (2) captures
interference: all experiences u ∈ E compete for retrieval, so they
inhibit each other. When we think about death from Hi = “natu-
ral disasters,” the mind may retrieve experiences of different yet
frequent lethal events such as e = “death from a heart attack.” If
S(u, v) is constant, sampling is frequency-based, so r(e, Hi) = 1

N .
Interference reflects the fact that we cannot fully control what

we recall.3 It is a well-established regularity in memory research
going back to the early twentieth century (Jenkins and Dallen-
bach 1924; McGeoch 1932; Underwood 1957).4 Our application
of interference to probability estimates is new. We show that it
produces biases linked to the availability and representativeness
heuristics.

Our second assumption is that, given the probability of recall
function r(e, Hi), probability judgments are formed according to
the following two-stage sampling process:

H1 disagree along all features, while H2 agrees with one of them, so S(H1,H1) <

S(H1,H2).
3. Interference need not happen consciously. Recall failures may manifest

as “mental blanks,” inability to recall anything when thinking about Hi , or as
“intrusions,” namely, recall of hypothesis-inconsistent experiences u /∈ Hi .

4. For example, recall from a target list of words suffers intrusions from other
lists studied at the same time, particularly for words that are semantically related
to the target list, resulting in a lower likelihood of retrieval and longer response
times (Shiffrin 1970; Anderson and Spellman 1995; Lohnas, Polyn, and Kahana
2015). A related phenomenon is “false memories” (Brown, Buchanan, and Cabeza
2000).
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MEMORY AND PROBABILITY 273

ASSUMPTION 2. Sampling and Counting.
Stage 1: For each hypothesis Hi, the DM samples T � 1 expe-
riences from E with replacement according to r(e, Hi). Denote
by Ri the number of successful recalls of experiences in Hi.
Stage 2: The DM estimates the probability of Hi, denoted π̂ (Hi),
as the share of successful recalls of Hi out of all successful
recalls of the hypotheses considered:

(3) π̂ (Hi) = Ri

R1 + R2

Intuitively, the DM draws two random samples, one for each
hypothesis.5 He then counts the number of successes in recalling
each Hi, discarding intrusions, and finally estimates the prob-
ability of a hypothesis as its relative share of successful recall
attempts.

The assumption that each hypothesis is sampled separately
(stage 1) is realistic when the different hypotheses are promi-
nently presented to the DM, which is the case in our experiments.
It may be violated if the DM must represent an entire distribution
without being cued with specific values (e.g., the age distribution
of deaths). In this case, some outcomes may fail to come to mind.
The assumption that the DM assesses probabilities by counting
“successes” in the drawn samples (stage 2) is realistic in one-shot
estimation problems but may fail in repeated settings, because
the DM may learn about the selected nature of the recalled sam-
ples. Such learning is unlikely to be perfect, for it itself is subject
to memory limitations. Relatedly, the sample size T may be op-
timized based on the DM’s thinking effort. We also assume that
when counting “successes,” the DM recognizes whether a retrieved
memory is consistent with any of the hypotheses. In practice, the
DM may have a noisy recollection of a given experience or may
distort recalled experiences self-servingly, as documented in the
literature on the hindsight bias (Roese and Vohs 2012). These
might be promising extensions of the model.

Finally, in our model the DM forms beliefs by counting the
retrieved experiences consistent with each hypothesis and by
discarding intrusions. Our model can be extended to account for
situations in which the person assesses a novel scenario, so prob-
ability estimates do not involve only counting. In this case, sam-

5. Sampling with replacement has two interpretations. The first is that the
sample size is small relative to N. The second is that repeated recall of certain
events makes them more prominent in mind, affecting beliefs. This is consistent
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FIGURE I

Memory Database and Sample Space

pling from memory can be accompanied by the simulation of the
novel scenario, as documented by a substantial body of work in
psychology (Kahneman and Tversky 1981; Schacter, Addis, and
Buckner 2007, Schacter et al. 2012). For example, when assessing
the likelihood that a person is a feminist bank teller, a DM who
has never met one may simulate the hypothesis using memories
of people who are similar. Bordalo et al. (2022a) incorporate sim-
ulation into a model of memory-based beliefs and show it helps
account for puzzling patterns in beliefs about COVID lethality.6

We view our model as the simplest way to introduce similar-
ity into a sampling model. We judge its success by its ability to
account for well-known biases, including strong violations of con-
sistency such as partition dependence and the conjunction fallacy,
and for recall data.

II.C. Beliefs

To understand the forces shaping belief formation, consider
Figure I.

with the finding that unique events such as a stock market crash persistently
affect beliefs (Malmendier and Nagel 2011).

6. Our model can also be enriched by allowing for (i) sampling to be influenced
also by the most recently recalled item, (ii) the DM to count intrusions from u ∈ Hj ,
and (iii) retrieval to be driven by factors other than similarity. For instance, an
experience may be more memorable if it is extreme or surprising (Kahneman et al.
1993), or if it is similar to experiences in other contexts, for example, names of
celebrities are more easily remembered (Tversky and Kahneman 1973).
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MEMORY AND PROBABILITY 275

The hypotheses H1 and H2 identify three subsets of experi-
ences in E.7 They also subdivide E into relevant versus irrelevant
experiences. H = H1 ∪ H2 is the set of relevant experiences. In
statistics, H is the sample space. The DM forms his subjective
beliefs over it. Experiences in H̄ = E\H, are “irrelevant,” because
they are inconsistent with either hypothesis. When thinking about
a hypothesis Hi, similarity causes the DM to focus recall on sub-
set Hi, but by similarity and frequency, sampling may erroneously
slip to Hj and H̄.

Denote by π (H) = |H|
|E| the frequency of relevant data in the

database and by π (H̄) = |H̄|
|E| the frequency of irrelevant data. De-

note by π (Hi) = |Hi |
|H| the true relative frequency of Hi in the rele-

vant data H, that is, the correct probability.8 The total probability
that the DM successfully recalls experiences of Hi when thinking
about Hi is then given by:

r (Hi) =
∑
e∈Hi

r(e, Hi)

=
∑

e∈Hi
S(e, Hi)∑

u∈Hi
S(u, Hi) + ∑

u∈Hj
S(u, Hi) + ∑

u∈H̄ S(u, Hi)

= π (Hi)π (H)

π (Hi)π (H) + S(Hi , Hj )
S(Hi , Hi )

· π (Hj)π (H) + S(Hi , H̄)
S(Hi , Hi )

· π (H̄)
.(4)

In psychology, r(Hi) is known as the retrieval fluency of Hi.
In the denominator of equation (4), it is ceteris paribus easier to
recall a more frequent hypothesis. If similarity is constant, fluency
only depends on frequency, r(Hi) = π(Hi )

π(H) .9

7. In a slight abuse of notation, we refer to Hi both as a given hypothesis, for
example, “cause of death is flood,” and the subset of experiences in E consistent
with hypothesis Hi .

8. More precisely, π (Hi) is the probability of Hi conditional on the relevant
data H. To ease notation, we do not refer to π (Hi) as π (Hi |H), until we later study
conditional beliefs in which the relevant data H is restricted to a subset D.

9. In equation (4) we use the equality
∑

e∈Hi
S(e, Hj ) = S(Hi, Hj )|Hi | which

follows from equation (1). Note that similarity does not matter when the DM ei-
ther samples all data (i.e., S(Hi, Hj ) = S(Hi, Hi) = S(Hi, H̄)), or all relevant data
(which occurs when S(Hi, Hj ) = S(Hi, Hi), S(Hi, H̄) = 0), with equal probabil-
ity regardless of the cue. In both cases, the expression in equation (4) becomes
proportional to π (Hi), so that beliefs are unbiased.
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Similarity shapes sampling in two ways: cuing and interfer-
ence. Cuing means that thinking about Hi = “flood” cues selective
recall of deaths from floods. This effect is stronger when self-
similarity S(Hi, Hi) is higher. Cuing implies that the retrieval
fluency of Hi is higher than its frequency, especially for unlikely
hypotheses. People rarely experience floods and earthquakes com-
pared to heart attacks, so cuing H1 = “natural disasters” boosts
their retrieval.

Interference is captured by the denominator of equation (4)
and works in two ways. First, Hi faces “interference from the al-
ternative hypothesis” Hj . When thinking about deaths from Hi =
“flood,” the mind may retrieve deaths due to causes similar to
flood, such as “accidental drownings” or other natural disasters,
that belong to Hj = “other causes of death.” In Figure I, this corre-
sponds to “vertical” intrusions from Hj . Such intrusions are more
common when the two hypotheses are more similar, S(Hi, Hj) is
higher. Second, Hi faces “interference from irrelevant data” H̄.
When thinking about deaths from Hi = “flood,” the mind may
retrieve experiences of “surviving floods” that belong to nonlethal
events in H̄. In Figure I, this corresponds to horizontal intrusions
from H̄. This effect also hinders sampling of Hi, the more so the
higher is cross-similarity S(Hi, H̄).

We describe the probabilistic assessment π̂ (Hi) in equation
(3). By Assumption 2, the number of successes in recalling each
hypothesis Hi follows a binomial distribution: Ri ∼ Bin(T , r(Hi)).
Beliefs π̂(Hi) are thus stochastic and characterized as follows.

PROPOSITION 1. As T 
→ ∞ the distribution of the estimated odds
of Hi relative to Hj converges in distribution to a Gaussian
with mean and variance:

(5) E

[
π̂ (Hi)
π̂ (Hj)

]
= r(Hi)

r(Hj)
,

(6) V

[
π̂ (Hi)
π̂ (Hj)

]
= 1

T

[
r(Hi)
r(Hj)

]2 [
1 − r(Hj)

r(Hj)
+ 1 − r(Hi)

r(Hi)

]
.

In equation (5), the DM attaches a higher probability to hy-
potheses with relatively high retrieval fluency, as in Tversky and
Kahneman’s (1973) availability heuristic. If similarity does not
drive recall, for example, S(u, v) is constant, beliefs are frequency
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based. In this case, average odds in equation (5) are correct, r(Hi )
r(Hj )

=
π(Hi )
π(Hj )

, but beliefs display noise in equation (6) due to sampling vari-
ance.

When similarity matters, biases arise. We study this case
by assuming S(Hi, Hi) > max{S(Hi, Hj), S(Hi, H̄)}. We focus on
biases in average beliefs. For noise, the model implies that when
two hypotheses are easy to recall, r(H1) and r(H2) are high, the
DM uses a larger sample so belief variability declines. In Online
Appendix B we test this and other predictions.

III. JUDGMENT BIASES

Section III.A shows how similarity affects interference from
the alternative hypothesis, yielding biases related to the availabil-
ity heuristic. Section III.B incorporates interference from irrele-
vant data, and shows that it accounts for the representativeness
heuristic. Section III.C shows that these two forces can unify over-
and underreaction of beliefs to data.

III.A. Similarity and Interference from the Alternative
Hypothesis

To study interference from the alternative hypothesis, we re-
strict to the case in which the database E coincides with the rel-
evant data for assessing H1 and H2 (or equivalently that similar-
ity falls very sharply when moving outside H). In our example,
this means that the DM only samples causes of death and there
is no intrusion from unrelated events. Furthermore, we assume
that T is high enough that average odds are characterized by
equation (5).

Lichtenstein et al. (1978) document the overestimation of
cued low-probability events, such as death from botulism or a
flood, and underestimation of cued and likely causes, such as heart
disease. The average assessed odds in equation (5) produce this
phenomenon.

PROPOSITION 2. Holding S(Hi, Hj) fixed, the estimate π̂ (H1) in-
creases in the objective frequency π (H1). Overestimation, that
is, π̂ (H1) > π (H1), occurs if and only if the hypothesis is
sufficiently unlikely, π (H1) < π∗, where threshold π∗ is
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defined by:

(7)
π∗

1 − π∗ ≡
1 − S(H1, H2)

S(H1, H1)

1 − S(H1, H2)
S(H2, H2)

.

If both hypotheses are equally self-similar, S(H1, H1) =
S(H2, H2), then π∗ = 0.5.

Overestimation of an unlikely hypothesis is due to cued recall
of its instances, which occurs because the self-similarity of Hi is
higher than its cross-similarity with Hj.10 When thinking about
H1 = “floods,” the DM selectively retrieves deaths due to floods,
oversampling this rare event compared to H2 = “other causes of
death.” Similarity thus creates insensitivity to frequency, a ten-
dency for beliefs to be smeared toward 50:50.

Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979) probability weighting func-
tion also features insensitivity to true frequency when weighting
objective probabilities.11 Our model applies to the construction of
subjective probabilities and implies that an unlikely event may
be over- or underestimated, due to interference. In sharp contrast
with KT’s probability weighting function, in our model unlikely
events are prone to be neglected when they are not directly cued.
To see this, consider the frequency with which a DM thinking
about H2 = “causes other than flood” samples elements of its sub-
set H21 = “tornado” ⊂ H2 compared with other elements in H2.
Such relative frequency, given by r(H21,H2)

r(H2) , is the belief the agent
implicitly puts on tornadoes compared with H2.

COROLLARY 1. A subhypothesis H21 ⊂ H2 is undersampled com-
pared to its true frequency in H2 if and only if S(H21, H2) <

S(H2, H2). Denote H22 = H2\H21. Holding fixed the similarity
subhypotheses (S(H21, H21), S(H22, H22), S(H21, H22)), there

10. The probability of a hypothesis π (Hi) can be varied while holding similar-
ities S(Hi, Hj ) fixed by keeping the distribution of similarity within hypotheses
constant. Formally, this can be obtained by increasing the frequency of each ei ∈ Hi
proportionally. Equation (1) is in fact homogeneous of degree zero with respect to
such change in E.

11. Recent work microfounds this function based on the salience of lottery
payoff (Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer 2012), noisy perception of numerical prob-
abilities (Frydman and Jin 2022; Khaw, Li, and Woodford 2021), and cognitive un-
certainty (Enke and Graeber 2019). In the Online Appendix, we show that recall
is strongly correlated with a measure of subjective uncertainty.
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is a threshold π∗∗ such that H21 is undersampled compared to
its true frequency in H2 if and only if π (H21) < π∗∗.

Roughly speaking, a noncued event H21 is neglected if it is less
similar to the cued hypothesis H2 to which it belongs compared
to the hypothesis’s average member, S(H21, H2) < S(H2, H2). This
depends in part on the event’s frequency: the rarer is H21, the more
atypical it is of the cued H2 and hence the more dissimilar it is to
the latter. When thinking about H2 = “causes other than flood,”
we may recall the likely “heart attack,” not the unlikely “tornado.”
Underestimation of noncued events has important implications
for economic choice. In Section V, we show how this logic helps
explain systematic patterns of undersaving for retirement, arising
from the neglect of heterogeneous, noncued expenses.

A second implication of similarity is that an event can be over-
estimated if homogeneous but underestimated if heterogeneous,
regardless of its likelihood.

COROLLARY 2. Holding fixed π (H1), as the events in H1 become
more homogeneous, that is, S(H1, H1) increases, the probabil-
ity assessment π̂ (H1) increases. If S(H1, H1) > S(H2, H2), the
threshold of Proposition 2 satisfies π∗ > 0.5, and H can be
overestimated even if it is likely.

When H1 becomes more self-similar, it is easier to recall. As
a result, it is less likely that, when thinking about it, the mind
slips to its alternative hypothesis H2. According to equation (5),
this increases the estimation of H1, even if its objective probability
stays constant.

This result indicates that cued unlikely events are prone to
overestimation because they are often more self-similar than their
alternative. When cued by H1 = “flood,” it is easy to imagine in-
stances of this disaster, because they are similar to each other. By
contrast, the alternative H2 = “causes other than flood” is very
heterogeneous and hence hard to imagine. This creates strong
interference for H2, hindering its assessment.

Tversky and Kahneman (1983) asked one group of subjects to
assess the share of H1= “words ending with n ” in a certain text.
Another group of subjects was asked to assess the probability of
H11 = “words ending with ing”. Remarkably, subjects attached a
lower probability to H1 than to H11, despite the fact that H11 is a
subset of H1. Similarity accounts for this phenomenon: instances
of H11 = “words ending with ing” share many features, such as
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being gerunds or denoting similar activities, which brings many
examples to mind. In contrast, H1 = “words ending with n ” in-
cludes many words that do not share these features (and often
do not share many features with each other). This reduction in
self-similarity makes it harder to recall words in H1, causing its
underestimation compared to its subset H11.12

A third implication, following from Corollaries 1 and 2, is par-
tition dependence. The total likelihood of death is estimated to be
lower for “natural causes” than for “cancer, heart attack, or other
natural causes” (Tversky and Koehler 1994). Many famous stud-
ies document this phenomenon (Benjamin 2019).13 In our model,
it arises because partitioning a hypothesis into more specific
subevents increases its overall self-similarity, reducing interfer-
ence. To see this, suppose that the alternative hypothesis H2 is
explicitly partitioned into H21 and H22. The subsets are equally (i)
likely, π (H21) = π (H22), (ii) self-similar, S(H21, H21) = S(H22, H22),
and (iii) cross-similar to H1, S(H21, H1) = S(H22, H1). These con-
ditions nest three hypotheses (H1, H21, H22) in the binary
hypotheses case, connecting to Proposition 2. We then obtain:

PROPOSITION 3. Partitioning the alternative hypothesis H2 into
H21 and H22 is equivalent to increasing the self-similarity of
H2 if and only if:

(8) S (H21, H21) > S (H21, H22) .

In this case, partitioning H2 reduces π̂ (H1), and the more so
the higher is S(H21, H21)

S(H21, H22) .

The assessment of a given hypothesis H1 = “flood” is reduced
when its alternative is specified as H21 = “natural causes” and
H22 = “nonnatural causes other than flood,” compared with when

12. To check this intuition, we ran a simple online survey. Respondents indeed
rate randomly generated groups of “_ing” words as being more similar to each other
than groups of n words. Results are available on request.

13. For example, Fischhoff, Slovic, and Lichtenstein (1978) famously show that
when assessing the cause of a car’s failure to start, mechanics judge “ignition” more
likely when residual causes were partitioned into “fuel” and “other.” Sloman et al.
(2004) show, in contrast, that death by “pneumonia, diabetes, cirrhosis or any
other disease” is estimated to be less likely than death by “any disease.” This is
consistent with an extension of our model in which atypical cues such as “cirrhosis”
focus attention on a narrow subset, interfering with the retrieval of more common
diseases. A similar pattern occurs in free recall tasks (Sanborn and Chater 2016).
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it is specified as H2 = “causes other than flood.” Cuing H21 and
H22 fosters retrieval of alternatives to flood, which reduces the as-
sessment of H1 = “flood.” Tversky and Koehler’s (1994) “support
theory” offers an explanation based on the idea that people eval-
uate events using a subadditive “support function.” In our model,
partition dependence comes from similarity in recall.

In sum, with similarity-based sampling, the DM evaluates
a hypothesis by retrieving instances of it, but in doing so finds
it hard not to think about the alternative hypothesis. Such in-
terference reconciles well-known biases including overestimation
of cued rare events, underestimation of rare events that are not
cued, and availability effects in which the similarity structure of
hypotheses and their description affect beliefs. Online Appendix
A0 summarizes the main biases explained by our model and the
required conditions on the similarity function.

III.B. Biases due to Interference from Irrelevant Experiences

Until now, we ruled out interference from irrelevant data by
assuming that the database E coincides with the relevant data
H = H1 ∪ H2. Suppose, however, that the DM must condition H1
and H2 on data D, which identifies a subset D ⊂ H. For concrete-
ness, the DM assesses deaths by H1 = “accident” versus H2 =
“sickness” in the specific group of D = “young.” The DM samples
the events H1 ∩ D = “accidents among the young” and H2 ∩ D =
“sickness among the young” using the retrieval fluencies r(H1 ∩ D)
and r(H2 ∩ D). These retrieval fluencies are still defined by equa-
tion (4) with the change in notation H = D and H̄ = D̄.

Critically, now irrelevant experiences from D̄ = E\D can in-
terfere, in our example those of D̄ = “older” people. We show that
this kind of interference produces effects typically explained using
the representativeness heuristic. To visualize such interference,
Figure II depicts the database E, where the size of each region
roughly corresponds to true frequencies.

When thinking about H1 ∩ D = “accident among the young,”
two kinds of interference are at work. First, as in our prior analy-
sis, there is vertical intrusion of memories of young people dying
from sickness (i.e., from H2 ∩ D), due to similarity among young
people. Second, there is horizontal intrusion of irrelevant expe-
riences of older people dying from accidents (i.e., from H1 ∩ D̄),
because of the similarity along the H1 = “accident” dimension.
Similarly, when thinking about H2 ∩ D = “sickness among the
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FIGURE II

Visualizing Conditional Assessments

young,” the DM faces vertical intrusion from “accidents among
the young” and horizontal intrusions from the irrelevant “sick-
ness among the older.”

Interference from D̄ may affect one hypothesis more than the
other. In our example, the deaths of older people interfere more
with thinking about “sickness” because the bulk of the elderly
die from sickness, not from accidents. Thus, when thinking about
young people dying from sickness, many old people dying from
sickness intrude, while intrusions are few when thinking about ac-
cidents. This effect can cause overestimation of H1 ∩ D =“accident
among the young.”

Formally, suppose that there are only two features (in our case
the cause of death, accident versus sickness, and age, young versus
older). The DM assesses the distribution of the first feature (cause
of death) conditional on a value of the other (young). Suppose
furthermore that similarity takes the functional form: S(e, e′ ) =
δ

∑
i

| fi− f ′
i |

, so it decreases by a factor of δ for each differing feature.
We denote the conditional probability estimate obtained using
equation (4) by π̂ (Hi|D), and we compare it to the true conditional
probability π (Hi|D).

PROPOSITION 4. For δ < 1, the DM overestimates the probability of
H1 conditional on D, π̂ (H1|D) > π (H1|D), if and only if:

(9) π (H1|D)π (D) + δπ
(
H1|D̄

)
π (D̄) <

π (D) + δπ (D̄)
2

.

The first term on the left side is standard: overestimation is
more likely when the true conditional probability π (H1|D) is low,
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in line with Section III.A. The second term is new: the conditional
hypothesis is overestimated also if its frequency in the irrelevant
data, π (H1|D̄), is low. In this case, H1 is less similar to the ir-
relevant data D̄ than H2. Thus, H1 faces less interference than
H2 from irrelevant data, which promotes overestimation of the
former.

Consider this effect in Figure II. H1 = “accident” is a common
cause of death for the young (π (H1|D) is high), so interference from
the alternative hypothesis promotes its underestimation. At the
same time, when considering young people dying from sickness,
many instances of the old dying from sickness intrude (π (H1|D̄)
is low). This can cause overestimation of H1 = “accident” for the
young, even if for them it is the more likely cause of death.

Intrusion of irrelevant data sheds light on Kahneman and
Tversky’s (1973) representativeness heuristic, including the so-
called conjunction fallacy in the Linda problem. Subjects are told
that Linda was an activist in college, so D = “activist.” Some
are then asked the probability that she is currently a H1 = “bank
teller,” others that she is a H11 = “feminist bank teller.” Strikingly,
feminist bank teller is rated likelier than bank teller, even though
H11 ⊂ H1. According to Proposition 4, this occurs for two reasons.
First and foremost, H11 = “feminist bank teller” is much less sim-
ilar to the group of D̄ = “nonactivists” than H1 = “bank teller.”
Intuitively, among “nonactivists” there are many fewer feminist
bank tellers than bank tellers, π (H1|D̄) > π (H11|D̄). Thus, H11 =
“feminist bank teller” faces less interference from irrelevant data
than H1 = “bank teller,” which promotes overestimation of H11.
Second, H1 = “bank teller” is likelier than H11 = “feminist bank
teller,” π (H1|D) > π (H11|D), which also promotes underestimation
of H1 relative to H11. Both effects create this conjunction fallacy.

Tversky and Kahneman (1983, 296) define representative-
ness as follows: “an attribute is representative of a class if it is
very diagnostic; that is, the relative frequency of this attribute
is much higher in that class than in a relevant reference class.”
Gennaioli and Shleifer (2010) formalize this idea by assuming
that the conditional probability π (H|D) is overestimated if the
likelihood ratio π(H|D)

π(H|D̄)
is high. The conditioning data D̄ in the de-

nominator captures the “reference class” in the above definition.
Bordalo et al. (2016) use this formula to model social stereotypes,
Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer (2018) use it to model diagnostic
expectations.
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Intrusion from irrelevant data provides a foundation for rep-
resentativeness and the reference class D̄ in a way that squares
with Kahneman and Tversky’s (1973) broad intuition that similar-
ity judgments affect beliefs. When π (H1|D̄) is low, H1 is dissimilar
to the irrelevant data D̄. As a result, H1 suffers less interfer-
ence from D̄ than does H2, so experiences in H1 ∩ D are easier
to retrieve, causing overestimation of π (H1|D). In Section V.C we
show that this mechanism explains “kernel of truth” stereotypes
(Bordalo et al. 2016) and yields new predictions.

One advantage of our approach is to identify limits to repre-
sentativeness, which are due to strong intrusion from the alterna-
tive hypothesis. We now show how the interaction between these
forces throws new light on the conflicting evidence of over- and
underreaction.

III.C. Underreaction and Overreaction to Data

Work from the lab and the field documents conflicting dis-
tortions in belief updating. There is evidence that people overes-
timate the probability of events in light of data which is infor-
mative about them, a finding often explained by the representa-
tiveness heuristic (Kahneman and Tversky 1973). There is also
evidence of underestimation in similar situations, often explained
with inattention (Sims 2003; Coibion and Gorodnichenko 2012;
Gabaix 2019). Memory helps unify this evidence, yielding condi-
tions under which either phenomenon should occur.

To connect to this debate, we define over- and underreaction.
We say that the DM overreacts to data D if (i) D is objectively infor-
mative about a hypothesis Hi, that is, π (Hi|D) > π (Hi), and (ii) the
DM overestimates that hypothesis, that is, π̂ (Hi|D) > π (Hi|D).
The DM underreacts otherwise. This definition captures the intu-
ition of overreaction in many real-world settings in which the
DM’s prior belief and the likelihood function are unavailable,
as with stereotypes (red-haired Irish) or the Linda problem.14

Proposition 4 implies the following result.

14. In Online Appendix A4, we show that our definition is equivalent to saying
that the DM overreacts if and only if an upward revision of his belief in response
to the data (π̂ (Hi |D) > π̂ (Hi)) is associated with an overestimation, or negative
prediction error (π̂ (Hi |D) > π (Hi |D)). This criterion is often used to detect over-
and underreaction in the field, using data on revisions of expectations (Coibion
and Gorodnichenko 2012, and Bordalo et al. 2019b). When priors and likelihoods
are available, under- and overreaction are often defined in terms of sensitivities
rather than levels, as is done in Grether (1980), that is, in terms of the difference
between the elicited prior and posterior beliefs.
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FIGURE III

Condition for Underreaction and Overreaction to Data

This figure depicts the region of (π (H1|D), π (H1| D̄)) where the agent overreacts
or underreacts to data D, where D is diagnostic of H (π (H1|D) > π (H1|D̄)). Region
A corresponds to overreaction, region B to underreaction.

COROLLARY 3. Suppose that D is informative about H1. If the true
probability π (H1|D) is higher than a threshold π̄ > 0.5, the
DM underreacts to D. If π (H1|D) < π̄ , the DM overreacts to D
if π (H1|D) or π (H1|D̄) are sufficiently low, and underreacts to
D otherwise.

In Figure III, the data are informative about H1 in the region
above the 45◦ line.15 In region A, H1 is overestimated, whereas in
region B it is underestimated, as per equation (9).

Consider different cases, starting from the two most extreme
ones. In the lower left corner of region A, overreaction is strong
because interference is low from the irrelevant data (π (H1|D̄) is
low) and from the alternative hypothesis (π (H1|D) is low). The re-
sulting overreaction takes the form of base rate neglect. In Tver-
sky and Kahneman (1974), people overestimate the chances that
Steve, a “shy and withdrawn person with a passion for detail,” is

15. This is equivalent to π (H1|D) > π (H1). The characterization is identical
for H2 when π (H1|D) < π (H1). In fact, overreaction is given by either π̂ (H1|D) <

π (H1|D) < π (H1) or π̂ (H1|D) > π (H1|D) > π (H1).
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a librarian rather than a farmer, even though farming is a much
more common occupation, especially among men. Overreaction
occurs because librarians are relatively rare (π (H1|D) is low) and
because many farmers are neither shy nor have a passion for de-
tail, so farmers are more similar to irrelevant data than librarians
(π (H1|D̄) is low, which implies that π (H2|D̄) is high).

At the other extreme, in the upper part of Figure III, when
π (H1|D) > π̄ , interference from the alternative hypothesis is very
strong. Here underreaction occurs and takes the form of general
conservatism and aversion to extreme beliefs (Griffin and Tversky
1992; Benjamin 2019). Even though the data point to H1, cuing
the unlikely alternative H2 causes its overestimation.

In the intermediate region of Figure III, H1 is moderately
likely. Whether over- or underreaction prevails depends on the
signal’s strength. Overreaction occurs when the signal is strong,
in the upper part of region A. An investor may overestimate the
probability that a firm has H1 = “strong fundamentals” if it has
experienced D = “rapid earnings growth.” This occurs provided
firms with strong fundamentals rarely exhibit lackluster growth,
that is, π (H1|D̄) is low. In this case, rapid earnings growth makes
it easy to think about strong fundamentals. It is instead harder to
think about H2 = “weak fundamentals,” because these firms often
produce D̄ = “not rapid earnings growth.” The DM overreacts
because H1, although likely, faces much less interference from
irrelevant data than H2. This logic offers a microfoundation for
diagnostic expectations.

On the other hand, if the hypothesis is moderately likely but
the signal is weak, there is underreaction, due to high interference
from irrelevant data π (H1|D̄). Suppose that the DM evaluates a
firm and the data are not “rapid growth” but rather D = “positive
earnings surprise.” Even firms with strong fundamentals may
have negative earnings surprises, so π (H1|D̄) is higher than in
the previous example. This creates interference for H1, potentially
causing its underestimation and underreaction. If D points to a
fairly likely hypothesis, beliefs underreact to weakly diagnostic
data and overreact to strongly diagnostic data.

To summarize, similarity and interference in human recall
naturally account for a range of well-documented biases due
to Kahneman and Tversky’s availability and representativeness
heuristics and shed light on conflicting evidence on under- and
overreaction.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS

We assess our key predictions in two “pure recall” experi-
ments in which we modulate similarity and interference by ex-
ogenously varying subjects’ databases and cues. Experiment 1
studies the role of interference from the alternative hypothesis.
Experiment 2 additionally studies interference from irrelevant
data. In both experiments, subjects first go through a controlled
set of experiences in which they see a series of images, and then
they make a probabilistic assessment about them. To do so, they
only need to recall the images they saw earlier. Relative to conven-
tional designs, which provide subjects with statistical information
(e.g., Edwards 1982; Enke and Graeber 2019) or ask hypothetical
questions about naturalistic situations (Kahneman and Tversky
1973), our approach (i) allows us to control the memory database,
(ii) avoids anchoring to given numerical probabilities, and (iii) en-
ables us to measure recall of specific experiences and thus assess
whether recall and probability estimates go hand in hand.

Subjects were recruited from Bocconi University undergrad-
uates on the experimental economics email list. They could partic-
ipate in both experiments, which occurred four months apart, and
completed the experiments remotely due to COVID restrictions.
They earned a €4 Amazon gift card, plus a bonus if their answer to
one randomly chosen question was accurate.16 Experiments were
preregistered, including hypotheses and sample sizes, on the AEA
RCT Registry, with ID AEARCTR-0006676. Online Appendix C
provides more details about both surveys.

IV.A. Experiment 1: Testing Interference from the Alternative
Hypothesis

This experiment tests three key implications of interference
from the alternative hypothesis.

Prediction 1: Memory creates a tendency to overestimate cued
unlikely hypotheses, and overestimation is stronger for rarer hy-
potheses (Proposition 2).

16. If the chosen question was a probability estimate, they earned €2 if their
answer was within 5 percentage points of the truth. If it was a free recall task, each
correctly/incorrectly recalled word increased/decreased subjects’ chance of winning
the bonus by 10 percentage points (bounded by 0 and 1). The bonus provides easy-
to-understand incentives compared with other schemes such as binarized scoring
rules, which distort truth telling (Danz, Vesterlund, and Wilson 2020).
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Prediction 2: Holding objective frequencies constant, the as-
sessed probability of a hypothesis increases when its alternative
is more heterogeneous/less self-similar (Corollary 2).

Prediction 3: Holding objective frequencies constant, the as-
sessed probability of a hypothesis decreases if its alternative is
partitioned into two more self-similar subsets (Proposition 3).

Participants are told that they will see 40 words, one by
one in a random order. They are told that they will then be
asked questions about the words and that answering correctly
will raise their chances of winning a bonus payment. They are
not told what the questions will be. Participants answer three
comprehension questions that ask them to redescribe each piece
of the instructions. Eighty-nine percent of respondents answer
all three questions correctly. The results we present are un-
changed if we exclude the 11% who answered at least one question
incorrectly.

In all treatments, some of the words are animals and some are
not, though participants are not informed of this ahead of time.
In three treatments they are then asked the following question:
“Suppose the computer randomly chose a word from the words
you just saw. What is the percent chance that it is. . .

an animal? %
anything else? %”

The two probabilities must add up to 100%. Afterward, partici-
pants are asked to list up to 15 animals and then up to 15 other
words that they remember seeing. In all treatments, all exhibited
words are relevant to answering the question. Thus, there is no
interference from irrelevant data.

The four treatments to test Predictions 1–3 are:

T1: 20% of the words are animals; 80% of the words are names
(half male and half female).

T2: 40% of the words are animals; 60% of the words are names
(half male and half female).

T3: 40% of the words are animals; the remaining words do
not belong to any common category, and hence are very
dissimilar to one another.

T4: The distribution of words is as in T2, but subjects are
asked about the probability of animals, men’s names, and
women’s names. Assessments must add up to 100%.
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TABLE I
TREATMENTS IN EXPERIMENT 1

Treatment
Sample
size

Distribution of
images Examples Elicited belief

T1 244 20% animals,
80% names

Lion, John, moose,
rat, Margaret,
deer, Edward,
Nancy, wolf . . .

P(animal)
versus
P(other)

T2 244 40% animals,
60% names

Paul, John, moose,
rat, Margaret,
deer, Laura, Nancy,
Edward . . .

P(animal)
versus
P(other)

T3 241 40% animals, 60%
heterogeneous

Lion, sled, moose,
rat, pure, deer,
half, good, wolf . . .

P(animal)
versus
P(other)

T4 234 40% animals,
60% names

Lion, John, moose,
rat, Margaret,
deer, Edward,
Nancy, wolf . . .

P(animal)
versus P(men)
versus
P(women)

These experimental treatments are summarized in Table I.17

Comparing T1 and T2 offers a test for Prediction 1: we expect
overestimation of π̂ (animal) especially in T1, when animals are
objectively rarer. By comparing T2 and T3 we can test Prediction
2: compared with T2, π̂ (animal) should be higher in T3, because

17. Three remarks on our experiments. First, heterogeneous words in T3 were
chosen using a random word generator, eliminating words that we deemed too
similar to each other (e.g., mayor, elected, town). Second, in the recall task in T4,
participants are asked to list up to 15 examples each of animals, men’s names,
and women’s names. Third, in addition to treatments T1–T4, we ran a treatment
T5, where we replaced women’s names in T1 with ocean animals (e.g., shark,
starfish, dolphin). Participants are then asked the probability of “land animals”
(in T1, all animals are land animals) and “anything else.” In the recall task,
participants are asked to list examples of “land animals” and “other words” that
they recall seeing. By increasing cross-similarity S(H1, H2), this treatment should
exert an ambiguous effect on assessments, but it should reduce the ability to recall
examples of H1 = “land animals.” Though the recall data appear consistent with
this hypothesis, there was an unexpected confusion about what counted as a land
animal: over a quarter of respondents list at least one ocean animal in the free
recall task when asked to list land animals. For comparison, no respondents list
names when prompted to recall animals in T1. We are therefore less confident in
the data from T5 and exclude it from the main analysis. The Online Appendix
describes this issue and the results from this treatment in greater detail.
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FIGURE IV

Results from Experiment 1

This figure shows mean belief of the probability of animals (Panel A) and the
mean fraction of recalled words that were animals (Panel B) in Experiment 1.
Bands show 95% confidence intervals. The distribution of words for each treatment
are: T1: 20% animals, 40% men’s names, 40% women’s names, T2: 40% animals,
30% men’s names, 30% women’s names, T3: 40% animals, 60% heterogeneous
words, T4: 40% animals, 30% men’s names, 30% women’s names.

the alternative hypothesis (nonanimals) is very heterogeneous.
By comparing T4 and T2, we can test Prediction 3: in T4 the
alternative hypothesis is split into two more self-similar subhy-
potheses (men’s names and women’s names), so π̂ (animal) should
be lower than in T2. Last, the treatment effects on the recall task
should mirror those on π̂ (animal). This is not necessarily due to
a causal effect of recalled examples on probability estimates, as
both outcomes may be products of retrieval fluency.

IV.B. Experiment 1 Results

Figure IV shows the treatment effects. Panel A reports the
under- or overestimation of π̂ (animal) compared to the truth.
Panel B reports the share of animals among all recalled exam-
ples.18

Consistent with Prediction 1, there is a tendency to overes-
timate π̂ (animal), especially in T1, where animals are only 20%

18. Throughout the analysis that follows, we look at treatment effects on the
number of correctly recalled words. About 18% of the answers to recall questions
(which were free text entry) are not in fact words that were shown to participants
or are words corresponding to other hypotheses. Unless otherwise noted, results
look very similar if we instead use the number of recall entries (regardless of
whether they were correct or incorrect) for a category.
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of words: overestimation of animals (that is, mean belief minus
truth) is 2.5 percentage points in T1 and 1 percentage point in
T2, and only the former is significantly different from zero at
conventional levels (p < .01 and p = .10, respectively). Also, the
overestimation in T1 is marginally statistically different from that
in T2 (p = .09).

The result of T3 is striking: consistent with Prediction 2, when
we replace people’s names with heterogeneous words while keep-
ing the true frequency of “animal” constant at 40%, the overes-
timation of π̂(animal) increases from 1 percentage point in T2 to
12.7 percentage points in T3 (p < .01). Thus, overestimation de-
pends not only on actual frequency but also on how self-similar
the alternative hypothesis is. This effect can dominate attenua-
tion to 50:50: in T3, π̂ (animal) overshoots 50% (p = .01). The role
of similarity in recall emerges as a powerful force in probabilistic
assessments.

Finally, when partitioning “nonanimals” into the finer sub-
hypotheses “men’s names” and “women’s names” in T4, the as-
sessment π̂ (animal) falls by 2.1 percentage points compared with
T2 (p = .013) and is even underestimated relative to the truth
(p = .060). Similarity-based recall implies that the more specific
cues in the partition of H2 can turn overestimation of an unlikely
hypothesis H1 (as in T2) into its underestimation (in T4).

The treatment effects on recall, shown in Figure IV, Panel
B, mirror those on beliefs. Significantly fewer (40% versus 54%)
of recalled words are animals in T1 compared to T2 (p < .01),
because there are objectively fewer animal words in the former.
In T3, where nonanimals are heterogeneous words, recall of an-
imals jumps to 66%, significantly higher than in T2 (p < .01).
Finally, in T4, where men’s and women’s names are separated
out, significantly fewer recalled words are animals (50%) than in
T2 (p = .02).19

One might worry that our results are driven by differences
in attention or encoding of words across treatments, rather than
by the intended retrieval mechanism. However, until the words
are presented, all treatments are identical to participants, so our

19. Although the treatment effects on recall and probability are aligned qual-
itatively, the exact magnitudes need not align. Indeed, the magnitude of the effect
on recall seems to be greater than the effect on probability estimation. In general,
the explicitly recalled samples and the internal recall fluency used in probability
judgments may not be the same.
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FIGURE V

The Relationship between Recall of Examples and Beliefs

Panel A shows the distribution of beliefs about the probability of animals in
Experiment 1. Panel B shows the distribution of the number of animals recalled
divided by the total number of words recalled. Panel C bins the data by deciles
of animals recalled divided by total number of recalled words (x-axis) and shows
mean beliefs of the probability of animals (y-axis). The dashed line shows the OLS
line of best fit. Bands show 95% confidence intervals. All panels restrict the data
to T2 and T3.

treatment effects cannot be attributable to differences in what
participants were told they would see or be asked. In addition, in
T1, T2, and T3, the same question is asked, and the only difference
between treatments is the words that are presented. Comparing
T2 and T4, we see that the distribution of words is identical, and
only the question-cue is changed. Differences in cuing/retrieval
are thus likely driving our results.20

We conclude the analysis of Experiment 1 by looking at the
link between beliefs and recall at the individual level.

Figure V pools the T2 and T3 treatments, where the true
distribution of words includes 40% animals and 60% nonanimals
(results look similar if we include the other treatments). There is
substantial heterogeneity in beliefs (Panel A) and in the fraction
of recalled words that are animals (Panel B). Crucially, beliefs
and recall are highly correlated: respondents who recall relatively
more animals estimate the probability of drawing an animal to be
higher, adding credence to our interpretation that beliefs and free

20. The recall data reveal some primacy effects whereby words that were
(randomly) presented earlier in the sequence are more likely to be recalled. See
Online Appendix C for more details, including robustness to controlling for such
effects.
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recall are both dependent on retrieval fluency (Panel C).21 In the
Online Appendix, we also show that, in line with equation (6),
participants who recall more words (a proxy for T) also have less
variable beliefs (Kahneman, Sibony, and Sunstein 2021).

IV.C. Experiment 2: Interference from Irrelevant Data

We designed Experiment 2 to test the implications of inter-
ference from irrelevant data. Participants are told that they will
be shown 40 images, each of which is either a word or a number,
and either orange or blue. Participants are not told how many
images would be of each color, but in all treatments 20 images are
orange and 20 are blue. Participants are told that their bonus will
depend on their answer to questions about the images but are not
told what the question will be. After seeing the images, one by
one in a random order, participants in all treatments are asked:
“Suppose the computer randomly chose an image from the images
you just saw. It is orange. What is the percent chance that it is a
word?”

Participants must thus assess the probability π̂(w|o) that an
image is a word conditional on the data that it is orange. Par-
ticipants answer by clicking on a slider that ranges from 0% to
100%.22 They are then asked to list up to 10 orange words that
they recall seeing.

In this experiment, a subset of experiences—blue words and
blue numbers—are irrelevant for assessing the distribution of
orange images. Crucially, as subjects try to recall orange words
(numbers), the irrelevant blue words (numbers) may come to mind
and interfere. Of course, interference from the alternative hypoth-
esis is also at play: when thinking about orange words, orange
numbers may also come to mind, causing smearing toward 50:50.

To identify interference from irrelevant data, we fix the share
of orange images that are words, π (w|o), and vary the share of
blue images that are words, π (w|b). In Low treatments, no blue
image is a word, π (w|b) = 0, in High treatments all blue images
are words, π (w|b) = 1, and in Middle treatments either half or 30%

21. The correlation is not causal, but it is also not mechanical: subjects are
separately asked the percent chance that a randomly chosen word is an animal
and then to recall up to 15 examples of each hypothesis.

22. The slider begins with no default, so that participants have to click some-
where on the slider and then move the draggable icon (that appears where they
first click) to indicate their answer.
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of blue images are words, π (w|b) = 0.5, 0.3. Our model predicts
that higher π (w|b) should reduce both the estimated π (w|o) and
recall of orange words.

We study how interference from irrelevant data interacts with
that from the alternative hypothesis. To do so, we vary the share of
orange images that are words, π (w|o), that is, the correct answer.
In Neutral treatments the true answer is 50%, π (w|o) = 0.5. In In-
termediate treatments the true answer is 55%, π (w|o) = 0.55. In
Common treatments the true answer is 70%, π (w|o) = 0.7. Due to
growing interference from the alternative hypothesis, treatments
with higher π (w|o) should see a stronger tendency toward under-
estimating orange words, potentially even if there is very little
interference from irrelevant data, namely, even if π (w|b) is very
low.

In the same experimental setting, Bordalo et al. (2020a) show
that increasing the association of irrelevant data with a category
causes a lower probability estimate for that category, in line with
our treatments varying π (w|b) here. The novelty of Experiment
2 is to contrast this force with interference from the alternative
hypothesis by varying π (w|o) and setting π (w|o) � 0.5. This is
key, for it helps assess whether interference from the alternative
hypothesis may be a source of underreaction to data as described
in Figure III.23

Table II describes all treatments, identified by the acronym
of the true answer N(eutral), I(ntermediate), C(ommon), and in-
terference from irrelevant data, L(ow), M(iddle), and H(igh).

IV.D. Experiment 2 Results

Figure VI, Panel A reports, for each treatment, the differ-
ence between the average assessment π̂ (w|o) and the true frac-
tion π (w|o) of orange images that are words. Panel B reports the
average number of orange words recalled by subjects in each treat-
ment.

Consistent with our model, stronger interference from irrele-
vant data (higher π (w|b)) reduces the assessment π̂ (w|o) that an
orange image is a word, across all treatments (p < .01 in each
case). When normatively irrelevant blue words are more numer-
ous, interference in recall of orange words is stronger. Recall data

23. We did not include an IM treatment due to sample size limitations.
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TABLE II
TREATMENTS IN EXPERIMENT 2

Treatment Distribution
Distribution of
irrelevant data

Sample
size (N)

Elicited
belief

Neutral 50% orange
words,
50% orange
numbers

NL: 0% blue
words
NM: 50% blue
words
NH: 100% blue
words

147

146

151

P(word |
orange)

Intermediate 55% orange
words,
45% orange
numbers

IL: 0% blue
words
IH: 100% blue
words

158

154

P(word |
orange)

Common 70% orange
words,
30% orange
numbers

CL: 0% blue
words
CM: 30% blue
words
CH: 100% blue
words

154

149

144

P(word |
orange)

Notes. This table describes the treatments in Experiment 2. For all treatments, the L and H subtreatments
consist of 0% and 100% blue words, respectively. The Neutral and Common treatments also have an M
subtreatment, which is 50% blue words for Neutral and 30% for Common.

FIGURE VI

Testing Prediction 4

Panel A shows the average belief that the randomly drawn image is a word
conditional on it being orange minus the true conditional probability. Panel B
shows the average number of correctly recalled orange words. In the L treatments,
all blue images are numbers. In the H treatments, all blue images are words. In
the M treatment when 70% of orange images are words (CM), 30% of blue images
are words. In the M treatment when 50% of orange images are words (NM), 50%
of blue images are also words. Bands show 95% confidence intervals.
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in Panel B support this mechanism: subjects recall fewer correct
orange words when π (w|b) is higher.24

In line with predictions, overestimation of π̂ (w|o) arises only
if orange words are rare enough, namely, in the Neutral and Inter-
mediate treatments. In the Common treatments, when π (w|o) =
0.7, there is no overestimation of π̂ (w|o) even in the extreme case
of π (w|b) = 0.25

In sum, Experiment 2 is consistent with two key predictions
of Proposition 4. First, underestimation of a likely hypothesis can
be turned into overestimation if the recall of the alternative hy-
pothesis faces strong interference from irrelevant yet sufficiently
similar experiences. This is evident from the switch from under-
estimation to overestimation of π (w|o) = 0.55 as we move from
treatment IH to IL (and the consistent drop in the recall of orange
words).

Second, if the hypothesis is very likely (as in the Com-
mon treatments), overestimation disappears because interference
from the alternative hypothesis becomes very strong. This oc-
curs even if interference from irrelevant data π (w|b) is low, as
evident in treatments CL and CM. Treatment CM shows an-
other key prediction of our model: when orange is a weaker
signal of the image being a word, beliefs underreact to the or-
ange data, π̂ (w|o) < π (w|o), while they are well calibrated when
the signal is strong in CL, here π̂(w|o) ≈ π (w|o). In the other
treatments, when the data are indicative of a rare hypothe-
sis, beliefs overreact, as predicted by our theory.26 Balancing

24. This result, unlike the others in this section, looks different if we focus
only on the number of words that participants list in the recall tasks (as opposed to
counting the number of correctly recalled words). Participants actually list more
words as being orange in high interference subtreatments, though significantly
fewer correct orange words. We think that this occurs because it is much easier
to guess words that may have been orange in treatments in which there are
more words overall. This issue does not arise in Experiment 1 (which occurred
chronologically after Experiment 2) because there we focus on categories for which
it is difficult to incorrectly list a word as being in the wrong category.

25. These results cannot be explained by the fact that subjects misinterpret
our request for P(word | orange) as asking for either P(orange) or P(orange word).
If so, their answers should not depend on the distribution of blue words. If they
interpreted the question as asking for P(word), the effect should be opposite to
what we observe.

26. In NH, IH, and CH, the data D = “orange” is informative of H2 = “number.”
Because in our treatments π (n|o) < 0.5, here we are in the lower part of Region
A, in which the data point to an unlikely hypothesis. Consistent with the model,
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interference from the alternative hypothesis and from irrelevant
data accounts for both over- and underreaction of beliefs to data.
Regularities in selective memory unify different biases in proba-
bility judgments.

V. APPLICATIONS: SIMILARITY AND INTERFERENCE IN ECONOMIC

DECISIONS

The mechanisms of memory speak to many economic set-
tings. In this section, we discuss some of them, such as saving
decisions, the pricing of insurance and Arrow-Debreu securities,
and labor market stereotypes. We start with a general setup. A
DM evaluates an action a, which yields payoff u(a) today and
a state-contingent payoff us(a) tomorrow, with the probability of
state s ∈ {1, 2} given by π1(a) and π2(a), respectively. The expected
utility of action a is:

(10) V (a) = u(a) +
∑

s∈{1,2}
us(a)πs(a).

The action a could be the decision to save, to purchase a security
with state-contingent payoffs, or to hire a worker with a particular
skill.

Equation (10) highlights a key feature of standard models:
the expected utility of an action only depends on its influence on
the payoff in each state s and its objective probability. In particu-
lar, payoff probabilities are sufficient statistics for valuation, and
the different contingencies in which the same payoff is delivered
do not matter.27 Similarity in recall breaks down this invariance
in two important ways. First, the subjective probability of a state
depends not only on its objective probability but also on the sim-
ilarity of experiences associated with each state, which can be
influenced by its description. More homogeneous states are easier
to retrieve and receive greater decision weights. Second, the DM’s
beliefs and actions also depend on the interference from experi-
ences irrelevant to the decision at hand, such as those regarding
a counterfactual group or action. In the following applications, we

in these treatments we see overreaction: π̂ (n|o) is overestimated or equivalently
π̂(w|o) is underestimated.

27. This is also true for prospect theory and its extensions (e.g., Kőszegi and
Rabin 2006), where the subjective decision weights and the reference points de-
pend only on the objective probabilities and the payoffs.
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study the implications of these two violations of invariance: our
results on savings and Arrow-Debreu security prices highlight the
former, and those on social stereotypes and labor market discrim-
ination highlight the latter.

V.A. Similarity, Interference, and Savings Decisions

A growing body of work connects undersaving to cognitive
mistakes rather than to present bias. Consumers systematically
underestimate future expenditures, a phenomenon known as the
“planning fallacy” (Peetz and Buehler 2009). In particular, they
fail to account for idiosyncratic events such as a speeding ticket,
a medical need, or a car repair (Sussman and Alter 2012). A Wall
Street Journal column advises that retirement spending averages
$400 more per month than expected because of surprising out-
lays: “These are bills outside what we normally would expect: the
garage door spring and cable that snapped and had to be replaced;
the family member who asked for financial help; the X-rays and
dentists’ fee for a sudden toothache; the small tree in our yard
that, it turned out, was dying and needed to be removed; the
storm that damaged the screens on our porch; the stone that hit
and cracked our windshield; the request from a charity that we
felt we needed to honor. The list goes on” (Ruffenach 2022). Failure
to account for such events causes undersaving. Augenblick et al.
(2022) link such mispredictions of unusual events to savings and
spending by farmers in Zambia, which leads to hunger prior to the
harvest.

A notable feature of the events described in the press and
academic studies is the extreme diversity of unexpected spending
shocks. Our model delivers this phenomenon as a form of system-
atic forgetting caused by the dissimilarity/heterogeneity of such
shocks. Suppose that a is current saving out of normal income Y,
so that u(a) = u(Y − a). Future utility is then u1(a) = u(Y + a) un-
der normal conditions and u2(a) = u(Y − L + a) under an expendi-
ture shock L > 0. u(.) is an increasing and concave Von Neumann-
Morgenstern utility function.

The shock hits with exogenous probability π2 < 0.5. It can
arise from N > 1 mutually exclusive causes s2i, i = 1, . . . , N, each
occurring with probability π2,i, where

∑
i π2i = π2. With expected

utility in equation (10), only the total probability π2 of the shock
matters and the DM’s optimal choice is simple: savings increase
in π2, da

dπ2
> 0. As idiosyncratic spending needs become more
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frequent, the DM transfers more resources to the high marginal
utility “shock” state.

Consider a DM with limited memory. When thinking about
saving, the DM estimates the probability of H2 = “s2” by retriev-
ing each shock s2i experienced in the past. In his database, s2i is
encoded in terms of its cause and the income loss it was associated
with. Formally, s2i is a vector of N + 1 features. The first feature
takes the value 1 because loss L was borne. Feature i + 1 takes
value 1 because the loss was of type i. All other features are 0. The
normal income state s1 is then a vector of N + 1 zeroes. Vectors
are encoded with their frequencies (π2i), π1.

Similarity among experience vectors shapes retrieval. The
self-similarity of an experience is maximal and equal to 1,
S(s1, s1) = S(s2,i, s2,i) = 1. Any pair of other experiences, by con-
trast, differ along two features. The normal state s1 and any
shock state s2,i differ along the occurrence of the loss L and its
cause i. Shocks s2,i and s2, j differ on their causes: i and j. De-
note by � ∈ [0, 1] the drop in similarity entailed by two disso-
nant features. We then have S (s1, s2,i) = S(s2,i, s2, j) = 1 − � for
i = 1, . . . , N and i �= j. This in turn implies:

(11) S(s1, s2) = 1 − �,

(12) S(s2, s2) = 1 − �(1 − C),

where C = ∑
i

(π2,i
π2

)2 is the Herfindhal index of concentration of the

aggregate shock state s2 across the N different causes of expendi-
ture shocks.

Equation (12) embeds the key interference mechanism. The
DM’s ability to estimate the overall probability of the income loss
L depends on how heterogeneous the loss state is. If s2 is fully
concentrated on a single cause, C = 1, self-similarity is maximal,
S(s2, s2) = 1, and s2 is easy to recall. If s2 is fully dispersed among
infinitely many idiosyncratic spending needs, C → 0, then the
self-similarity of s2 is minimal, so experiences of income loss are
harder to retrieve.

By plugging equations (11) and (12) into equation (5), the
total estimated probability of experiencing an expenditure shock
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is given by:

(13) π̂2 (π2, C) = π2 (1 − �π2)

(1 − π2)
[
1 − �C

1−�(1−C) (1 − π2)
]

+ π2 (1 − �π2)
.

In the absence of similarity-driven distortions, � = 0, the DM is
well calibrated: π̂2(π2, C) = π2. If � > 0, his belief is distorted:
π̂2(π2, C) �= π2. More specifically, if the causes of income loss are
sufficiently heterogeneous and dispersed,

(14) C < C∗ ≡ (1 − �) π2

1 − (1 + �) π2
,

the DM underestimates the frequency of the shock, π̂2(π2, C) < π2,
and overestimates it otherwise.

Given that savings increase in the estimated probability
π̂2(π2, C), similarity has important implications. If rainy days
were due to a single cause, C = 1, the DM would overestimate
their likelihood and oversave, consistent with overweighting of
unlikely risks in Kahneman and Tversky’s probability weighting
function. But when rainy days come for many different reasons,
C is low, recall of each specific reason faces a lot of interference,
which causes forgetting. As a result, the DM underestimates the
likelihood of s2 and undersaves, consistent with the evidence. Sav-
ings decisions no longer satisfy the invariance of equation (10) and
now depend on the similarity of anticipated future expenditures.

Similarity also generates “framing” effects: the DM will save
more if specific shocks are described to him, because this frame
boosts retrieval (as in Corollary 2). Augenblick et al. (2022) find
that such intervention indeed increases savings, and Peetz et al.
(2015) show that it increases predicted future spending. This
mechanism also accounts for the “planning fallacy” (Kahneman
and Tversky 1979), in which people systematically underestimate
the time required to complete a task. The causes of delay are all
different, which hinders their recall.

V.B. Similarity and Asset Prices

Selective memory has implications for pricing financial as-
sets. Suppose that, rather than saving, the DM can purchase in-
surance against future income shocks. Formally, the DM chooses
the quantity a of Arrow-Debreu securities on shock i to buy, where
the security pays off L if a loss in state s2i materializes. Denote the
price of such a claim by Pi. If Arrow-Debreu securities are in zero
net supply, the rational equilibrium price of insurance against
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shock i is given by:
Pr

i = μ · π2,i · L,

where μ ≡ u′(Y−L)
u′(Y ) > 1 is the DM’s marginal rate of substitution.

Furthermore, prices are additive under rationality: the price of
buying a broad insurance contract against any income loss of L is
equal to the sum of the prices of all Arrow-Debreu claims, given
by Pr = μ · π2 · L.

Selective memory creates a wedge between these prices. Sup-
pose that all shocks are equally likely, π2,i = π2

N , and send N 
→ ∞.
The shock state is then fully dispersed, C 
→ 0, and the price of
the broad insurance contract is given by:

(15) Pb = μ · π̂2 (π2, 0) · L = μ · L ·
(

1 − �π2

1 − �π2
2

)
π2,

which is less than the rational price Pr for any � > 0. Intuitively,
the DM fails to retrieve the different shocks insured by the broad
contract and so undervalues that contract.

Consider instead the price of insuring any loss by buying
Arrow-Debreu claims. The market price of doing so is the price of
N identical claims, each one fully concentrated on s2i and paying
with probability π2

N . That is, Pi = μ · L · π̂2(π2
N , 1), so the total price

of all claims is:

(16) lim
N→∞

μ · L · N · π̂2

(π2

N
, 1

)
= μ · L ·

(
1

1 − �

)
π2.

In stark contrast with the broad contract, the individual claims
are overvalued compared to their rational price Pr = μ · L · π2.
This is again due to similarity: as the DM thinks about each
specific shock, he focuses on its occurrence, overestimating the
insurance payout rate.

Similarity causes market prices to be subadditive, again
breaking down the invariance of equation (10) with respect to fine
state descriptions. Similarity explains why people are reluctant
to buy broad (e.g., health) insurance but overpay for insuring spe-
cific unlikely risks, as documented for extended warranties (Abito
and Salant 2019), flight insurance (Eisner and Strotz 1961), and
specific diseases/causes of death (Johnson et al. 1993; Kunreuther
and Pauly 2010). Relatedly, people are more likely to buy insur-
ance after a disaster hits and gradually cancel the insurance if the
policy has not paid out over time (Kunreuther and Pauly 2010).
This is in line with the intuition that the possibility of disaster
is cued and hence retrieved only right after its occurrence. More
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broadly, by generating subadditive prices, selective memory can
have an important impact on asset markets.28

V.C. Minority Stereotypes and Illusory Correlation

There is growing interest in economics in understanding so-
cial stereotypes, which shape discrimination in gender assess-
ments (Bordalo et al. 2019a), labor markets (Neumark 2018), ed-
ucation (Carlana 2019), judicial decisions (Arnold, Dobbie, and
Yang 2018), and politics (Bonomi, Gennaioli, and Tabellini 2021;
Bordalo, Tabellini, and Yang 2020). Our model accounts for the
“kernel of truth” model of stereotypes in Bordalo et al. (2016),
but also helps explain additional findings from social psychol-
ogy, which note that stereotypes are often directed at minorities
(Hilton and von Hippel 1996) and may arise even in the absence of
any group differences, as an illusory correlation (Sherman, Hamil-
ton, and Roskos-Ewoldsen 1989).29

Before we present the analysis, consider the following ex-
ample. A board of directors considers a female candidate for a
CEO position. Suppose that most CEOs are competent, but that
the vast majority of current CEOs are male. When considering
a female candidate, the hypothesis that she is competent suffers
strong interference from the large number of male CEOs, who
dominate these positions. As a consequence of such interference
from irrelevant data, the hypothesis that a female CEO candi-
date is competent might be underestimated. Interference from
very common but irrelevant data becomes a source of an illusory
correlation and stereotypes.

Formally, an employer decides whether to hire a worker from
a minority group G, based on his beliefs about the worker’s produc-
tivity. In terms of equation (10), hiring the worker (a = 1) yields
high utility u1(a) = θH a if the worker is productive, which occurs
with probability πH,G, and low utility u2(a) = −θLa if the worker

28. For instance, this mechanism may help explain why investors are slower
to evaluate news about a company that is “complicated” and consists of many
heterogeneous subsidiaries, relative to “pure play” businesses (e.g., Cohen and
Lou 2012), or why in a spinoff the parent is valued less than the equity carve out
it owns (Lamont and Thaler 2003).

29. This effect, originally documented in the context of erroneous clinical
judgments (Chapman 1967) is robustly produced in experiments, and has been
proposed as a mechanism for negative views on minorities as well as for beliefs
in nonsocial settings, for example, that bad weather is correlated with joint pain
(Jena et al. 2017).
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is unproductive (with probability πL,G = 1 − πH,G). For simplicity,
we assume no utility cost in hiring (u(a) = 0). A rational DM hires
the worker if the probability he is unproductive is low enough,
πL,G < π∗ ≡ θH

θH+θL
.

A DM with selective memory forms belief π̂L,G by sampling
his past experiences. The memory database encodes two features:
whether a worker is productive, H or L, and his social group,
G or Ḡ. Experiences that share only one feature have similarity
1 − �, whereas those differing in both features have similarity
1 − 2�. The extent of interference depends on the prevalence of
the groups, denoted by pG and pḠ = 1 − pG, respectively, as well
as of the low type in Ḡ, denoted by πL,Ḡ. Using equation (5), the
estimated odds that a G worker has low productivity is:

(17)
π̂L,G

π̂H,G
= πL,G

πH,G
· pG�

(
1 + πH,G − πH,Ḡ

) + �πH,Ḡ + (1 − 2�)
pG�

(
1 + πL,G − πL,Ḡ

) + �πL,Ḡ + (1 − 2�)
.

If � > 0, the DM overestimates the probability that the
worker from G is a low type if and only if:

(18) πL,G < ϕ ≡
πLG
πLḠ

pG
πLG
πLḠ

+ pḠ
.

The DM has a negative stereotype of the worker from G if
the share of experiences with low types from this group (πL,G)
is smaller than a threshold ϕ. In line with Proposition 4, low-
frequency events tend to be overestimated. This threshold in-
creases in the likelihood ratio of low types in G relative to Ḡ,
πLG
πLḠ

. The likelihood ratio is high when most members of the ma-

jority group Ḡ are high types (πLḠ is low), so that they strongly
interfere with the recall of high types in the minority group G. In
turn, this causes an overestimation of low types in G. Stereotypes
are an example of the second type of violation of the invariance in
equation (10): the retrieval of irrelevant experiences in Ḡ intrude
and distort assessments.

Interference provides a memory foundation for the stereo-
types model of Bordalo et al. (2016), which relies on the likelihood
ratio but also generates new predictions. In particular, it predicts
that stereotypes should be stronger for a minority group because
the strength of interference from Ḡ is especially high when the
majority dominates the database. Formally, provided πL,G � πL,Ḡ,
equation (18) is easier to meet if pG is low.

This effect can produce minority stereotypes even if differ-
ent types are equally frequent in both groups, a phenomenon
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known as illusory correlation (Sherman, Hamilton, and Roskos-E-
woldsen 1989). To see this, set πL,G = πL,Ḡ = πL in equation (17)
to obtain:

(19)
π̂L,G

π̂H,G
= πL

πH
· pG� + 1 − � − �πL

pG� + 1 − � − � (1 − πL)
.

When low types are rare, πL < 0.5, their frequency is overesti-
mated if and only if the group is a minority, pG < 0.5. Notably, the
stereotype emerges even though the share of low types in the two
groups is the same. Recall of high types in G is inhibited by the
many high types from Ḡ that flood the DM’s memory database,
while the reverse interference from G to Ḡ is far weaker.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a model of memory-based probability judg-
ments, with two main ingredients: (i) databases of experiences,
and (ii) cues that trigger selective recall of these experiences. Re-
call is driven by similarity of the experiences to the cues, which
include hypotheses and data. Similarity helps retrieve relevant
experiences but also invites interference from experiences incon-
sistent with the hypothesis at hand (but similar to it). The new
insight is that a hypothesis is underestimated when, compared
to its alternative, it is more vulnerable to interference because it
is more heterogeneous, more likely, or more similar to irrelevant
data.

This notion that probability estimates are shaped by con-
tent (as captured by feature similarity) and not just by objective
frequency accounts for and reconciles a wide range of seemingly
inconsistent experimental and field evidence, including availabil-
ity and representativeness heuristics proposed by Tversky and
Kahneman (1974), overestimation of the probabilities of unlikely
hypotheses, conjunction and disjunction fallacies in experimen-
tal data, and under- and overreaction to information. We tested
several novel predictions of the model using an experimental de-
sign in which we control both the memory database and the cues
subjects receive, and we found strong supportive evidence. Fi-
nally, we showed how memory-based beliefs shed light on several
economic applications, linking undersaving and subadditivity of
prices to failure to forecast heterogeneous states of the world un-
der a broad cue, and minority stereotypes to interference from the
larger majority group.
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Our analysis opens the gates for many research directions,
and in conclusion we list three we find particularly promising.
First, probability judgments can pertain to events not yet expe-
rienced by the DM, such as forecasts of the future, or to events
that are described in terms of statistics or data-generating pro-
cesses (Benjamin 2019). Memory plausibly plays a central role
in these settings as well. With respect to forecasts, a significant
literature in psychology shows that the mental simulation of fu-
ture events is intimately linked to memory processes (Dougherty,
Gettys, and Thomas 1997; Brown, Buchanan, and Cabeza 2000).
People combine past experiences with simulated ones (Kahneman
and Miller 1986; Schacter, Addis, and Buckner 2007; Biderman,
Bakkour, and Shohamy 2020), with the ease of simulation also
driven by perceived similarity (Woltz and Gardner 2015). In this
way, memory shapes forecasts. Bordalo et al. (2022a) incorporate
simulation into the model presented here and apply it to studying
beliefs about COVID when it was a novel threat. The model ex-
plains strong regularities in such beliefs, including the fact that
through interference, experiencing nonhealth adversities leads to
less pessimism about COVID lethality for the general population.

In addition, individuals often have both statistical and expe-
riential information, such as in the literature on the description-
experience gap in risky choice (Hertwig and Erev 2009). This
research suggests an interaction between the two sources of infor-
mation in generating beliefs, where statistical information may
also act as a cue for retrieving semantic content from memory.

Expanding the model may lead to new predictions. One impor-
tant direction is to better understand the drivers of retrieval, here
summarized by a similarity function. Different people may inter-
pret the same cue differently, depending in part on differences in
their experiences, on their perceptions of similarity or attention
to features of the stimulus, or on chance. The attention channel
can be important. In an experiment with U.S. federal judges by
Clancy et al. (1981), judges adjudicated a set of hypothetical crim-
inal cases with multiple attributes. The authors found that dif-
ferent judges attended to different attributes of the case and pro-
posed radically different sentences. Such heterogeneous responses
may naturally occur if a DM’s perceived similarity depends on the
range of past experiences, or if these experiences influence the
mental model that the decision maker uses (Schwartzstein 2014).

Another theoretical extension concerns learning and its dis-
tortions. For example, in our approach signals about an event
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prime recall of previous experiences of the event itself, which may
create a form of confirmation bias (Nickerson 1998).

Finally, our analysis focuses on the role of memory in proba-
bility estimates, but the applications of cued recall based on sim-
ilarity to belief formation are much broader. The principles we
described in this article can be applied to many problems, includ-
ing consumer choice, advertising, persuasion, political positioning,
and product branding.
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